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1. INTRODUCTION {#mec15275-sec-0001}
===============

Gene duplicates are considered a major driver of functional divergence (Lynch & Conery, [2000](#mec15275-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}) because their genetic redundancy allows one gene copy to evolve free from the selective constraints experienced by the original copy (Ohno, [1999](#mec15275-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}; Wagner, [2002](#mec15275-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}). Consistent with this view, duplication events often coincide with the emergence of morphological, metabolic and physiological innovations in animals and plants (Hoegg, Brinkmann, Taylor, & Meyer, [2004](#mec15275-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Holub, [2001](#mec15275-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}; Lespinet, Wolf, Koonin, & Aravind, [2002](#mec15275-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Maere et al., [2005](#mec15275-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}; Otto & Whitton, [2000](#mec15275-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}). Duplicated gene copies can not only change the sequence of their coding region, but can also alter their expression patterns. Duplicated genes in *Drosophila* have as much as five times greater expression than single copy genes (Loehlin & Carroll, [2016](#mec15275-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}), with slightly lower rates of expression observed in *Caenorhabditis elegans* (Konrad et al., [2018](#mec15275-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). However, in *Drosophila yakuba* and some mammalian species, there is little evidence for increased expression following gene duplication (Guschanski, Warnefors, & Kaessmann, [2017](#mec15275-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Henrichsen et al., [2009](#mec15275-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Rogers, Shao, & Thornton, [2017](#mec15275-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}). This may be driven by dosage balance, where changes in the relative abundance of proteins can have deleterious effects (Antonarakis, Lyle, Dermitzakis, Reymond, & Deutsch, [2004](#mec15275-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). Expression‐level regulation is reflected not only by expression abundance but also by tissue specificity (Assis & Bachtrog, [2015](#mec15275-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}), suggesting that expression changes following gene duplication are part of a complex process.

In the long term, preservation of gene duplicates is rare, regardless of whether they originate through whole genome duplication or smaller‐scale duplications. In jawed vertebrates, most duplicated genes have been lost over a time span of 60 million years (Myr), with more than 80% of genes returning to single copies (Inoue, Sato, Sinclair, Tsukamoto, & Nishida, [2015](#mec15275-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* lost 92% of its duplicates over 100 Myr (Wolfe & Shields, [1997](#mec15275-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}). The loss process of duplicates in yeast has been shown to start immediately; gene copies were lost within 25 generations (\<2 days) under normal laboratory conditions when an extra copy of the *IFA38* gene was introduced artificially (Naseeb, Ames, Delneri, & Lovell, [2017](#mec15275-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). Retention and loss events of duplicated genes are thus variably dynamic, and can occur over short to long time spans.

So far, most studies of duplicated genes have focused on their functional and evolutionary divergence (Conant & Wagner, [2003](#mec15275-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Guan, Dunham, & Troyanskaya, [2007](#mec15275-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Kellis, Birren, & Lander, [2004](#mec15275-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Soria, McGary, & Rokas, [2014](#mec15275-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). As such, features of selection and expression are mainly compared between paralogues. However, why some duplicated genes persist in the genome for an extended time, while others are transient, remains unclear. Hypotheses related to retention frequently invoke functional innovation---neofunctionalization and subfunctionalization (Assis & Bachtrog, [2013](#mec15275-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Blanc & Wolfe, [2004a](#mec15275-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Innan & Kondrashov, [2010](#mec15275-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Ohno, [1970](#mec15275-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}; Stoltzfus, [1999](#mec15275-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"})---which in turn implies that retained duplicates should exhibit new sequence or regulatory properties.

However, few studies have tested this hypothesis, and almost all have been performed in model organisms, such as the yeast *S. cerevisiae* (Fares, Sabater‐Munoz, & Toft, [2017](#mec15275-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Keane, Toft, Carretero‐Paulet, Jones, & Fares, [2014](#mec15275-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). Yet yeasts are not characteristic of global fungal diversity. For instance, *S. cerevisiae* S288C as a lab strain has a compact genome and has undergone vastly different selective pressures from strains in nature (Gu et al., [2005](#mec15275-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). The different genomic features and environments may bias the role of selection on duplication retention. This focus thus has limited our capacity to draw general conclusions about why some duplicates are retained, while others are lost, especially under natural conditions. Here, we address this question in the fungal genus *Epichloë*, which diverged from *S. cerevisiae* 590 million years ago (Hedges, Marin, Suleski, Paymer, & Kumar, [2015](#mec15275-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}). As with yeast, we find that fast‐evolving coding sequences, diversification of regulatory regions and expression plasticity are all key determinants of retained duplicate genes in this genus.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS {#mec15275-sec-0002}
========================

2.1. Genome re‐annotation {#mec15275-sec-0003}
-------------------------

All genomes used in this study are available in public databases (Table [S1](#mec15275-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Contigs \<1 kb were excluded from analysis. The raw transcriptome data of *Epichloë festucae* var. *lolii* AR5 (accession SRX1533738) were downloaded from the NCBI SRA database and mapped to the AR5 genome using [star]{.smallcaps} 2.6.0 (Dobin et al., [2013](#mec15275-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). The genome of AR5 was annotated using [braker]{.smallcaps} 2.1.2 (Hoff, Lange, Lomsadze, Borodovsky, & Stanke, [2016](#mec15275-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}), with both the genome sequence and mapped RNA used as input. After annotation, a training file of *Epichloë* gene models was generated and applied to the remaining genomes in the same genus using [augustus]{.smallcaps} 3.3.1 (Stanke et al., [2006](#mec15275-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}).

2.2. Construction of a species tree {#mec15275-sec-0004}
-----------------------------------

Single copy orthologues (SCOs) were inferred using [orthofinder]{.smallcaps} 2 (Emms & Kelly, [2018](#mec15275-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}) with [blastp]{.smallcaps} and an expectation value of 10^−3^ (Buchfink, Xie, & Huson, [2015](#mec15275-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). The species phylogeny was constructed with [fasttree]{.smallcaps} 2 (Price, Dehal, & Arkin, [2010](#mec15275-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}) using 10^3^ single copy orthologues predicted by [orthofinder]{.smallcaps} 2.

2.3. Identification of one‐to‐one retained gene duplications {#mec15275-sec-0005}
------------------------------------------------------------

Groups of orthologues shared among species were inferred with [orthofinder]{.smallcaps} 2 (Emms & Kelly, [2018](#mec15275-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}) using the same parameters as above. A maximum‐likelihood tree of each orthogroup was constructed with [fasttree]{.smallcaps} 2 (Price et al., [2010](#mec15275-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). Within each orthogroup, there are many orthology relationships, such as one‐to‐one or one‐to‐many. Reconciliation analysis using a novel duplication‐loss coalescent algorithm implemented in [orthofinder]{.smallcaps} 2 (Emms & Kelly, [2018](#mec15275-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}) was performed for each gene tree relative to the species tree, thus accounting for incomplete lineage sorting and gene tree error. After reconciliation, [orthofinder]{.smallcaps} 2 can predict three classes of orthology relationships among the species: one‐to‐one, many‐to‐one and many‐to‐many. Duplicates were counted as a retention event if a one‐to‐one orthology relationship was inferred among duplicates from two species (i.e., the four copies of a gene as depicted in Figure [1](#mec15275-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a). This tree‐based method has two advantages compared with synteny‐based methods: (a) it can readily identify one‐to‐one orthologues even in fragmented assemblies, where synteny is often interrupted; and (b) it can identify one‐to‐one orthologues between species, even where genes have been transposed over the course of evolution (Woodhouse, Pedersen, & Freeling, [2010](#mec15275-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}).

![Schematic representation of the study design. (a) Explanatory tree of retained duplicate orthologues and retained duplicate paralogues, respectively. A and B are two different species; and A1/B1 and A2/B2 are one‐to‐one retained duplicate orthologues. The scale bars show the proportion of sequence divergence. (b) Phylogenetic relationships of *Epichloë* species and strains, with *Claviceps* outgroups. All nodes are supported by 100% bootstrap values. Groups of conspecific strains from two major clades are labelled in different sets of colours. (c) For genetic analyses (Ka and Ka/Ks between orthologues from two strains or species), conspecific strains were compared against each other or phylogenetically adjacent species. (d) For regulatory analyses (genetic divergence of upstream regions and expression differences between orthologues from conspecific strains), conspecific strains were compared against each other. Grass host species are indicated in parentheses \[Colour figure can be viewed at <http://www.wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](MEC-28-5103-g001){#mec15275-fig-0001}

However, to be rigorous, we also considered the synteny relationships of one‐to‐one orthologues predicted by the tree method. The protein sequences of five consecutive genes flanking each one‐to‐one orthologue between species were extracted, and [blastp]{.smallcaps} was performed on them with an expectation value \<0.001. To accommodate fragmented genome references and associated annotation biases, the one‐to‐one orthologues from retained duplicates were required to have at least one flanking gene shared between species. Clustering of retained duplicates among eight strains was performed with [heatmap3]{.smallcaps} (Zhao, Guo, Sheng, & Shyr, [2014](#mec15275-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}) using Euclidean distances. All retained duplicates from the eight conspecific strains are presented in Dataset [S1](#mec15275-sup-0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

2.4. Ka, Ks and Ka/Ks between retained duplicate orthologues {#mec15275-sec-0006}
------------------------------------------------------------

Codon alignments of each gene were generated using [pal2nal]{.smallcaps} 14 (Suyama, Torrents, & Bork, [2006](#mec15275-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). The number of nonsynonymous substitutions (Ka), the number of synonymous substitutions (Ks) and the nonsynonymous‐to‐synonymous substitution ratio (Ka/Ks) were calculated using the [yn00]{.smallcaps} program in [paml]{.smallcaps} 4.9f (Yang, [2007](#mec15275-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}) with default parameters (icode = 0, weighting = 0, commonf3x4 = 0). To reduce saturation at synonymous sites, we only considered Ks \< 3 when calculating Ka/Ks (Yang, [2014](#mec15275-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}). Each copy of a duplicated gene is considered an independent gene with potential functional divergence between each copy (Pegueroles, Laurie, & Alba, [2013](#mec15275-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}).

2.5. Species/strain Ks {#mec15275-sec-0007}
----------------------

For species/strain Ks values, codon alignments of each SCO were first generated, and then all codon alignments were concatenated as a species/strain alignment. The concatenated alignment was used to calculate pairwise Ks. All other parameters are the same as described above.

2.6. Ks of paralogues versus Ka and Ka/Ks of retained duplicate orthologues {#mec15275-sec-0008}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Each duplicate pair (paralogues) has a Ks value, which reflects the relative divergence time since duplication (Kimura, [1977](#mec15275-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Lynch & Conery, [2000](#mec15275-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}) and is widely used to infer the duplication time (Blanc & Wolfe, [2004b](#mec15275-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Qiao et al., [2019](#mec15275-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}). Each copy of a duplicated pair has Ka and Ka/Ks values relative to their orthologues in phylogenetically adjacent species (Figure [1](#mec15275-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). We explored whether these Ka and Ka/Ks values are correlated with the relative age of duplication (i.e., the Ks of paralogues). Simulation studies indicate that the true age falls between the mode and upper standard deviation boundary of the estimated Ks when values are around 3 \< Ks \< 5 (Vanneste, Van de Peer, & Maere, [2013](#mec15275-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}). Ks values exceeding 7 indicate complete saturation and do not represent true duplication events. Thus, Ks values \>5 were excluded from further analysis, as in other studies (Li et al., [2016](#mec15275-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}; Lynch & Conery, [2003](#mec15275-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Qiao et al., [2019](#mec15275-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}).

2.7. Genetic distance in regulatory regions {#mec15275-sec-0009}
-------------------------------------------

Pairwise genetic distances of 1‐kb regions upstream of the coding sequence were calculated using [mega‐cc]{.smallcaps} 7 (Kumar, Stecher, Peterson, & Tamura, [2012](#mec15275-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}) with the Kimura 2‐parameter model. Previous studies have indicated that transposons can insert in upstream regions (Butelli et al., [2012](#mec15275-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Krishnan et al., [2018](#mec15275-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}; Trizzino et al., [2017](#mec15275-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}). To reduce the divergence bias caused by transposon insertions, we also calculated genetic distances after excluding 1‐kb regions that contain transposons. We removed these sequences if: (a) two or more transposon copies were detected in a given genome; (b) the similarity between fragments was ≥80%; and (c) the expected value was \<0.001.

2.8. GO enrichment analyses {#mec15275-sec-0010}
---------------------------

The Gene Ontology (GO) terms of gene models in each species were annotated using [go feat]{.smallcaps} 1 (Araujo, Barh, Silva, Guimaraes, & Ramos, [2018](#mec15275-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}) with an expected value of 10^−3^. The software [agrigo]{.smallcaps} 2 (Tian et al., [2017](#mec15275-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}) was used to assess the functional enrichment of retained duplicates, where retained duplicates were used as the query list and all other genes were included in the background list.

2.9. Expression divergence {#mec15275-sec-0011}
--------------------------

Raw transcriptome data (Campbell et al., [2017](#mec15275-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Cox et al., [2014](#mec15275-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Hassing et al., [2019](#mec15275-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}) were downloaded from the NCBI SRA database (Table [S1](#mec15275-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The experimental conditions are described more fully in those papers, but in short, culture growth was undertaken on 2.4% potato‐dextrose media for strains AR5 and Fl1, while the *in planta* case represents AR5 grown naturally in *Lolium perenne*. Reads were filtered and trimmed using [bbduk]{.smallcaps} 38 (<https://sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap/>) such that (a) adaptors were removed, (b) reads were quality trimmed using the phred trimming method set to Q10, and (c) reads \<50 bp after trimming were removed. Filtered reads from each library were aligned to the corresponding reference genome (AR5 or Fl1) using [hisat]{.smallcaps} 2.2 (Kim, Langmead, & Salzberg, [2015](#mec15275-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}). Based on the mapped region, coverage depth exceeds at least 25× in each sample. Gene counts were generated using [featurecounts]{.smallcaps} 1.6.3 (Liao, Smyth, & Shi, [2014](#mec15275-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}) using the gff3 annotations created above and mapped bam files. Only uniquely mapped reads were counted. Then the one‐to‐one orthology relationships were used to merge gene raw counts from AR5 and Fl1 together. Genes with differential expression between two conditions (in culture vs. *in planta*) or two strains (AR5 vs. Fl1) were determined with [edge]{.smallcaps}R 3.24 (Robinson, McCarthy, & Smyth, [2010](#mec15275-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}) and [deseq2]{.smallcaps} (Love, Huber, & Anders, [2014](#mec15275-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}) using a false discovery rate (FDR) \< 0.05 and fold change ≥2 as cutoff values. These packages take un‐normalized read counts as input, but correct for differences in the libraries during model fitting. Only differentially expressed genes (DEGs) identified by both methods were analysed further.

2.10. Statistical analyses {#mec15275-sec-0012}
--------------------------

The differences between Ka, Ka/Ks and genetic distance values were determined by Mann--Whitney *U* tests. The differences between proportions of genes showing differential expression were determined with Fisher\'s exact test. All correlations were determined using Spearman\'s correlation. The FDR was controlled using the Benjamini--Hochberg method. All statistics were calculated in R 3.6.1.

3. RESULTS {#mec15275-sec-0013}
==========

We use species in the genus *Epichloë* (Figure [1](#mec15275-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b), which are ascomycete fungi that form natural and mutualistic endophytic symbioses with grasses, to interrogate the joint roles of sequence evolution and expression regulation in the retention of duplicated genes. Our study assumes that retention and loss can occur between any species, given the potentially fast loss rate of duplicates in fungi (Lynch et al., [2008](#mec15275-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}; Naseeb et al., [2017](#mec15275-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). We therefore do not assume that all retained duplicates descend from the common ancestor species, although most do; for the purposes of this study, shared duplicates between any two species are treated as retained duplicate genes. In addition, our design analyses four pairs of taxa with very similar evolutionary divergences (Figure [1](#mec15275-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b), thus providing a natural control for phylogenetic distance. Because each pair is phylogenetically "separate," they largely act as independent test cases. Our aim is to compare the orthologues of retained duplicates with single copy genes (*n* = 4,178 across the genus) over the same timescale to answer the following two questions: Do retained duplicates have faster nonsynonymous substitution rates indicative of more relaxed selection (Figure [1](#mec15275-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}c)? Do retained duplicates show more diversity of gene regulation indicative of greater transcriptional plasticity (Figure [1](#mec15275-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}d)?

3.1. Retained duplicates mostly have ancient origins with subsequent losses linked to speciation {#mec15275-sec-0014}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on phylogenetic and synteny information, 38--76 retained duplications were identified in each genome (Figure [2](#mec15275-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a; Dataset [S1](#mec15275-sup-0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). First, we estimated the synonymous substitution rate (Ks) between copies of retained duplicates (paralogues) in each genome (Figure [2](#mec15275-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a). Two peaks are apparent, one located around Ks = 2 and the other around Ks = 4, with a greater proportion of retained duplicate genes in the latter. On the basis of these two peaks, we speculate that there may have been two independent duplication events prior to the divergence of *Epichloë* species from their sister clade, *Claviceps* (genus divergence Ks = 0.987; red vertical line in Figure [2](#mec15275-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a). The key point, however, is that most retained duplicates are old and arose before the diversification of the *Epichloë* clade.

![Retained duplicate genes among species. (a) Distribution of Ks values for retained duplicate genes (paralogues) in each *Epichloë* species/strain. See Figure [1](#mec15275-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} for full descriptive names. Values in parentheses indicate the number of retained duplicate genes in each genome. Divergence of the genus *Epichloë* from the genus *Claviceps* is indicated by a vertical red line. (b) The distribution of retained duplicate genes among four species pairs. Black bars represent presence, while white represents absence \[Colour figure can be viewed at <http://www.wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](MEC-28-5103-g002){#mec15275-fig-0002}

We examined the distribution of these retained duplicates among eight conspecific strains (Figure [2](#mec15275-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b), with pairs chosen specifically to control for phylogenetic distance. A sporadic pattern of retained duplicates was observed, even between conspecific strains (Figure [2](#mec15275-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b), similar to that reported for *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* and *Saccharomyces paradoxus* (Ames et al., [2010](#mec15275-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}). Cluster analyses further revealed that loss of gene duplicates is often associated with speciation, which is consistent with previous studies in yeasts (Scannell, Byrne, Gordon, Wong, & Wolfe, [2006](#mec15275-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}). Functional enrichment finds that retained duplicates have over‐represented associations with signal transduction, particularly kinase activity and transmembrane transporter activity (Table [1](#mec15275-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}; Tables [S2](#mec15275-sup-0003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#mec15275-sup-0004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, these enriched functions overlap with those of retained duplicate genes in *Arabidopsis*, despite being in different kingdoms (Blanc & Wolfe, [2004a](#mec15275-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). Species‐specific functions were also identified, such as lipid biosynthetic processes in *Epichloë elymi* (Table [S3](#mec15275-sup-0004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

###### 

GO enrichment analysis of retained duplicates in *Epichloë festucae* strain AR5

  GO term      Definition                                 *p* (FDR)
  ------------ ------------------------------------------ ---------------
  GO:0004672   Protein kinase activity                    1.90 × 10^-8^
  GO:0016772   Transferase activity                       6.00 × 10^-7^
  GO:0016773   Phosphotransferase activity                6.00 × 10^-7^
  GO:0016301   Kinase activity                            4.80 × 10^-6^
  GO:0022857   Transmembrane transporter activity         .0015
  GO:0005215   Transporter activity                       .0019
  GO:0003824   Catalytic activity                         .0027
  GO:0004674   Protein serine/threonine kinase activity   .0076
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3.2. Retained duplicates have faster evolutionary rates and relaxed selection at the protein level {#mec15275-sec-0015}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous studies have suggested that nonsynonymous substitutions in duplicated genes are an important reservoir for maintaining genetic robustness (Hickman & Rusche, [2007](#mec15275-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Keane et al., [2014](#mec15275-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). We tested whether duplicate genes retained in *Epichloë* have a higher rate of nonsynonymous substitution (Ka) than single copy genes. As nonsynonymous substitutions change the amino acid sequence of proteins, such substitutions are expected to be a source of functional innovation. Enrichment of nonsynonymous substitutions in retained duplicates compared to single copy genes would support this hypothesis.

In each pairwise comparison, Ka values of retained duplicate orthologues (RDOs) are significantly higher than for SCOs (Figure [3](#mec15275-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a, Mann--Whitney *U* test), suggesting a faster evolutionary rate at the protein level. Higher Ka values in retained duplicates can even be observed under relatively short‐term evolution (Figure [4](#mec15275-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a), where the Ka values were estimated by comparing conspecific strains. This pattern is more pronounced for strains that are adapted to different hosts (Figure [4](#mec15275-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}b). We further tested whether retained duplicates are under relaxed selective constraint compared to single copy genes by estimating the nonsynonymous‐to‐synonymous substitution ratio (Ka/Ks). As with Ka, Ka/Ks ratios of duplicated orthologues are greater than for single copy genes in four of eight conspecific strain pairs (Figure [S1](#mec15275-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}a, Mann--Whitney *U* test).

![Nonsynonymous substitution rate (Ka) in retained duplicates. (a) Ka between retained duplicate orthologues (RDOs) and single copy orthologues (SCOs) in eight pairwise comparisons (detailed in Figure [1](#mec15275-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b). Outliers were removed from the image for visual clarity, but retained in calculations. Statistical significance was determined with the Mann--Whitney *U* test (\**p* ≤ .05, \*\**p* ≤ .001, and \*\*\**p* ≤ .0001). (b) Ka against the duplication age of retained duplicate genes (Ks). The duplication age was inferred using the paralogues in one genome; Ka was calculated using the retained duplicate orthologues from species pairs (Figure [1](#mec15275-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}c). Each small panel represents four conspecific strains, with one shared outgroup species. Correlations were estimated using Spearman\'s *ρ* \[Colour figure can be viewed at <http://www.wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](MEC-28-5103-g003){#mec15275-fig-0003}

![Nonsynonymous substitution rate (Ka) in retained duplicated genes between conspecific strains. (a) Ka is higher in retained duplicated genes than in single‐copy genes between conspecific strains. RDO, retained duplicate orthologue; SCO, single copy orthologue. Outliers were removed from the image for visual clarity, but retained in calculations. Statistical significance was determined with the Mann--Whitney *U* test (NS indicates not significant, \**p* ≤ .05, \*\**p* ≤ .001 and \*\*\**p* ≤ .0001). (b) Comparison of Ka between retained duplicates from conspecific‐strain pairs with different (*festucae* and *bromicola*) or the same hosts (*amarillans* and *elymi*). Ka was normalized using divergence time between strains (i.e., a phylogenetic correction). Statistical significance was determined with the Mann--Whitney *U* test \[Colour figure can be viewed at <http://www.wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](MEC-28-5103-g004){#mec15275-fig-0004}

We then examined whether Ka and Ka/Ks are associated with the relative age of duplication events. Each pair of duplicates (paralogues) has a Ks value (i.e., age since duplication), which represents their relative divergence time under the assumption that synonymous substitution occurs at a relatively constant rate (Kimura, [1977](#mec15275-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}). Each copy of the duplicated pair has Ka and Ka/Ks values relative to their orthologue in the phylogenetically adjacent species (Figure [1](#mec15275-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b). Plots of Ka and Ka/Ks values versus age reveal significant negative correlations (Figure [3](#mec15275-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b; Figure [S1](#mec15275-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}b). (Only Ks values \<5 were used to minimize the effects of saturation; see Section [2](#mec15275-sec-0002){ref-type="sec"} for details.) These correlations indicate that older retained duplicates have slower nonsynonymous substitution rates, probably reflecting stronger purifying selection over time.

3.3. Retained duplicates exhibit more diversity in regulatory regions {#mec15275-sec-0016}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Functional innovation of duplicated genes can also occur at the level of expression (Panchy, Lehti‐Shiu, & Shiu, [2016](#mec15275-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}). Under the hypothesis that retained duplicates have greater expression plasticity, duplicated genes might be expected to show higher diversity in their regulatory regions than single copy genes. The region immediately upstream of the coding sequence (1 kb) is rich in promoter elements in yeast (Dobi & Winston, [2007](#mec15275-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Elion & Warner, [1984](#mec15275-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Petrascheck et al., [2005](#mec15275-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}; Xue et al., [2017](#mec15275-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}) with similar patterns thought to hold for other fungi (Basse & Farfsing, [2006](#mec15275-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Fischer, Durand, & Fevre, [1995](#mec15275-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}). We thus examined the 1‐kb upstream regions of retained duplicates and single copy genes, and compared genetic distances between conspecific strains (Figure [1](#mec15275-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}d). We find greater genetic divergence in the upstream regions of retained duplicates than for single copy genes in three different comparisons (Figure [5](#mec15275-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}a, Mann--Whitney *U* test). As with Ka values between conspecific strains (Figure [4](#mec15275-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}b), the divergence of upstream regions is more pronounced when strains have different hosts (Figure [5](#mec15275-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}b). Transposons are also increasingly recognized as key actors in regulating gene expression (Chuong, Elde, & Feschotte, [2017](#mec15275-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). In the maize genome, thousands of regulatory elements are derived from decayed transposon elements (H. Zhao et al., [2018](#mec15275-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}), and repeat elements show similar, if less pronounced, regulatory effects in *Epichloë* (Winter et al., [2018](#mec15275-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}). To exclude any possible effect of transposons on upstream genetic diversity, we excluded upstream regions that contain repeats and re‐estimated genetic divergence; similar patterns were observed (Figure [S2](#mec15275-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Regulatory and expression plasticity of retained duplicate genes. (a) Genetic divergence in 1‐kb upstream regions in four pairs of conspecific strains (detailed in Figure [1](#mec15275-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}d). Outliers were removed from the image for visual clarity, but retained in calculations. Statistical significance was determined with the Mann--Whitney *U* test (NS indicates not significant, \**p* ≤ .05, \*\**p* ≤ .001 and \*\*\**p* ≤ .0001). RDO, retained duplicate orthologue; SCO, single copy orthologue. (b) Comparison of genetic distances between retained duplicates from conspecific‐strain pairs with different (*festucae* and *bromicola*) or the same hosts (*amarillans* and *elymi*). Genetic distances were normalized using the diverge time between strains (i.e., a phylogenetic correction). Statistical significance was determined with the Mann--Whitney *U* test. (c) The proportion of genes with significant expression differences between *Epichloë festucae* strains AR5 and Fl1 growing under in vitro culture conditions. Statistical significance was determined with Fisher\'s exact test. (d) The proportion of genes with significant expression differences when strain AR5 was grown in culture medium versus *in planta*. Statistical significance was determined by Fisher\'s exact test \[Colour figure can be viewed at <http://www.wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](MEC-28-5103-g005){#mec15275-fig-0005}

3.4. Retained duplicates show greater expression plasticity {#mec15275-sec-0017}
-----------------------------------------------------------

While genome‐wide transcriptional plasticity between copies of duplicated genes has been reported (Ideker et al., [2001](#mec15275-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Stern, Dror, Stolovicki, Brenner, & Braun, [2007](#mec15275-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}), expression patterns between duplicated and single copy genes have not been well investigated. We checked the expression level (fragments per kilobase of transcript per million, FPKM) of retained duplicates in AR5 and Fl1, and found that the average expression level of retained duplicates is lower than that of single copy genes (Figure [S3](#mec15275-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Based on observations of diversity in regulatory regions between conspecific strains, we expected that expression differences between retained duplicates will be greater than for single copy genes in most conspecific strain comparisons. To test this hypothesis, we compared the expression patterns of retained duplicates and single copy genes between two conspecific strains (AR5 vs. Fl1) growing under in vitro culture conditions (Cox et al., [2014](#mec15275-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Eaton et al., [2015](#mec15275-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Hassing et al., [2019](#mec15275-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}), where environmental variation is naturally controlled for because both the duplicated and the single copy genes are present in exactly the same cells. The caveat with mapping reads to duplicated genes is that some reads may map to the wrong gene copy. To minimize this bias, only uniquely mapped reads were counted for differential expression analysis. Consistent with expectation, we find that duplicated genes are more often differentially expressed than single copy genes (Figure [5](#mec15275-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}c, Fisher\'s exact test). We also find statistically significant positive correlations between sequence divergence in regulatory regions and gene expression divergence (Figure [S4](#mec15275-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; Spearman\'s *ρ* = 0.085; *p* = 3.23 × 10^−5^), which further supports the role of genetic divergence on expression plasticity. Further, many SCOs between conspecific strains have little genetic divergence (close to zero) in both genes and promotor regions but exhibit large fold change in expression (Figure [S4](#mec15275-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that the 5ʹ upstream region is not the only factor determining expression. Elsewhere, *cis*‐elements in the 3ʹ untranslated region are known to regulate transcript stability and abundance (Graber, [2003](#mec15275-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}). Finally, we compared the expression patterns of retained duplicate and single copy genes from strain AR5 between culture and *in planta* (*Lolium perenne*) conditions, and found that a significantly higher proportion of retained duplicate genes show a significant difference in expression (Figure [5](#mec15275-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}d, Fisher\'s exact test).

4. DISCUSSION {#mec15275-sec-0018}
=============

4.1. Nonsynonymous substitution is pervasive in retained duplicates {#mec15275-sec-0019}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Gene duplication is a major force driving evolution, allowing genes, and the organisms they reside in, to acquire new functions. In fungi, retained duplicated genes are a widespread phenomenon (Cornell et al., [2007](#mec15275-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Corrochano et al., [2016](#mec15275-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Ma et al., [2009](#mec15275-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}; Scannell et al., [2006](#mec15275-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}), but few studies have addressed the reasons for their retention. A mutation accumulation experiment in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* captured the evolution of retained duplicates over a very short timescale. In particular, they noted that nonsynonymous substitutions were more prone to occur in duplicated genes than single copy genes during a 2200‐generation culture experiment (Keane et al., [2014](#mec15275-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). Our results suggest that retained duplicates are also subject to faster nonsynonymous substitution rates over much longer timescales (higher Ka in Figures [3](#mec15275-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a and [4](#mec15275-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a). In addition, the higher Ka/Ks values of retained duplicates versus single copy genes (Figure [S1](#mec15275-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}a) suggests that selection against nonsynonymous substitutions is relaxed, possibly enabling a longer‐term presence of nonsynonymous substitutions in duplicated genes. Together, both short‐ and long‐term evolution studies highlight the importance of nonsynonymous substitutions and higher diversity in retained duplicate genes.

These nonsynonymous substitutions emerge as random de novo mutations, but may be preferentially retained in response to environmental pressures. As most nonsynonymous substitutions are deleterious or neutral, the organism bears some burden in hosting this diversity. However, at least in *S. cerevisiae*, populations with the most substitutions adapted fastest to new environments (Li et al., [2019](#mec15275-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}), suggesting that standing variation may be an important source of pre‐adaptation in fungi. Alternatively, high levels of Ka and Ka/Ks in duplicated genes may not be the sole factor driving retention of duplicated genes, but may also be a predictor of duplicability (O\'Toole, Hurst, & McLysaght, [2018](#mec15275-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}). In other words, genes that are more robust to functional innovation may be preferentially enriched as duplicated genes, perhaps explaining the prevalence of multiple‐copy gene families.

4.2. Host selection shapes diversity in coding and regulatory regions of retained duplicates {#mec15275-sec-0020}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mutation accumulation studies and comparative genomics in *S. cerevisiae* found that duplicated genes tend to fall within mutational hotspots in the genome, both in coding and in flanking regions (Fares et al., [2017](#mec15275-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Keane et al., [2014](#mec15275-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). Here, we observe that coding regions and *cis*‐regulatory regions of retained duplicate genes are more diverse (higher Ka or genetic distance) than those of single copy genes (Figures [4](#mec15275-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a and [5](#mec15275-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}a). Among the four pairs of conspecific strains in our study, two groups have different grass hosts (Figure [1](#mec15275-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}d). Coding regions and upstream sequences of duplicated genes in these paired groups with different hosts have higher Ka and genetic distances, respectively, suggesting that host pressure may in part drive changes in these regions (Figures [4](#mec15275-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}b and [5](#mec15275-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}b). Because these changes are observed even over short time divergences between conspecific strains, they may be an important feature of ongoing host specificity and host switches.

4.3. Different fates of ancient duplicates {#mec15275-sec-0021}
------------------------------------------

Significantly negative correlations are observed between the age of duplicated genes and their evolutionary rates of change (Ka or Ka/Ks; Figure [3](#mec15275-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b; Figure [S1](#mec15275-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}b). Two possible explanations are proposed for these patterns. If ancient gene duplicates did not acquire new functions (neofunctionalization or subfunctionalization), these negative correlations suggest that older duplicates lose their innovation capacity at the sequence coding level. Possibly the organism has lower tolerance of changes at nonsynonymous sites, which reduce survival rates due to the fact that many nonsynonymous substitutions are slightly deleterious. We speculate that copies of these duplicated genes might preferentially be lost. In contrast, where ancient duplicates evolved new or variant functions, they may maintain their new functions through strong purifying selection, which is reflected by lower Ka and Ka/Ks. In these circumstances, the two copies of the duplicated gene will be retained for an extended time.

4.4. Dosage balance may drive duplicated gene retention {#mec15275-sec-0022}
-------------------------------------------------------

Changing the expression levels of duplicated genes may be important for dosage balance. In mammals, increasing gene dosage has deleterious effects, and many duplicated genes thus reduce transcript levels to the one‐copy baseline (Antonarakis et al., [2004](#mec15275-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). In mammals, most young duplicates appear to be down‐regulated to match the expression levels of single‐copy genes and to allow the survival of both copies (Lan & Pritchard, [2016](#mec15275-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}). The expression level patterns that we observe also show lower expression in retained duplicates relative to single copy genes (Figure [S3](#mec15275-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, expression changes to manage dosage balance may be another important force dictating the retention of duplicated genes for an extended time in *Epichloë*.

4.5. Expression plasticity may be a source of pre‐adaptation {#mec15275-sec-0023}
------------------------------------------------------------

A key feature of ancient duplicated genes in *S. cerevisiae* is their expression plasticity (Keane et al., [2014](#mec15275-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}; Mattenberger, Sabater‐Munoz, Toft, & Fares, [2017](#mec15275-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}; Mattenberger, Sabater‐Munoz, Toft, Sablok, & Fares, [2017](#mec15275-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}), where duplicated genes more often exhibit expression differences under a range of stress conditions relative to single copy genes. We compared gene expression for *Epichloë festucae* strain AR5 growing under standard in vitro culture and *in planta* conditions. As with *S. cerevisiae*, retained duplicates in *Epichloë* exhibit greater transcriptional change than single copy genes (Figure [5](#mec15275-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}d). Transcriptional plasticity of retained duplicates was also observed when *Epichloë* species face new environments. Retained duplicates are more often differentially expressed than single copy genes between *E. festucae* AR5 and Fl1 when grown under unnatural in vitro culture conditions, an environment quite different to that of the grass host. These expression differences may not necessarily reflect immediate functional diversity, such as differential responses to hosts, but could potentially act as a source of pre‐adaptation to new hosts.

5. CONCLUSIONS {#mec15275-sec-0024}
==============

Here, we address a long‐standing evolutionary question: why do some duplicated genes persist in the genome for an extended time? We tackle this question using the nonmodel fungal genus *Epichloë*, as a counterpoint to the extensive studies performed in yeasts. Analyses of eight strains of *Epichloë* from four species revealed 38--76 retained duplicates in each genome, most of which pre‐date the origin and diversification of the genus *Epichloë*. Within the genus *Epichloë*, frequent loss of retained duplicates is closely associated with speciation. Retained duplicates exhibit faster substitution rates and relaxed selection at the protein level, and both are negatively correlated with their relative age since duplication. In upstream noncoding sequences, retained duplicates exhibit more diversity in *cis*‐regulatory regions, which confers greater expression plasticity, as observed directly by transcript levels. Substitution in both coding regions and upstream noncoding sequences appears to be shaped by host pressures. Our results thus present evidence that genetic robustness and regulatory plasticity are two driving forces leading to the retention of duplicated genes in diverse fungi, *Saccharomyces* and *Epichloë*. The lessons learned here from a nonmodel fungus thus offer insight into the evolution of retained duplicates across the fungal kingdom.
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